EPFP is active on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. See below to learn how to connect with EPFP on social media!

Keep up with the latest policy, leadership, and networking news; learn about EPFP news and events; participate in Twitter chats; and see what Fellows, alumni, and sites are doing. Fellows and alumni are encouraged to follow EPFP on Twitter at @epfp_iel and to tweet us announcements, news, and EPFP photos.

Learn what’s going on in the EPFP community. Share links, resources, and photos; tell us about your EPFP experience; and connect with Fellows and alumni.

Like EPFP on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/IELEPFP

Show all of your LinkedIn connections that you are part of the EPFP network! The EPFP LinkedIn Group is the hub for conversation and connecting across the EPFP community. Join affinity groups to engage with Fellows and alumni in similar roles, include EPFP on your profile, and search the group to connect with other EPFP members.

Join the LinkedIn group at https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=4478995